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Abstract

Ligation of OX40 (CD134, TNFRSF4) on activated T cells by
its natural ligand (OX40L, CD252, TNFSF4) enhances cellular
survival, proliferation, and effector functions such as cytokine
release and cellular cytotoxicity. We engineered a recombinant
human OX40L IgG4P Fc fusion protein termed MEDI6383 that
assembles into a hexameric structure and exerts potent agonist
activity following engagement of OX40. MEDI6383 displayed
solution-phase agonist activity that was enhanced when
the fusion protein was clustered by Fc gamma receptors (FcgRs)
on the surface of adjacent cells. The resulting costimulation of
OX40 on T cells induced NFkB promoter activity in OX40-
expressing T cells and induced Th1-type cytokine production,

proliferation, and resistance to regulatory T cell (Treg)-
mediated suppression. MEDI6383 enhanced the cytolytic activ-
ity of tumor-reactive T cells and reduced tumor growth in the
context of an alloreactive human T cell:tumor cell admix model
in immunocompromised mice. Consistent with the role of
OX40 costimulation in the expansion of memory T cells,
MEDI6383 administered to healthy nonhuman primates
elicited peripheral blood CD4 and CD8 central and effector
memory T-cell proliferation as well as B-cell proliferation.
Together, these results suggest that OX40 agonism has the
potential to enhance antitumor immunity in human malig-
nancies. Mol Cancer Ther; 17(5); 1024–38. �2018 AACR.

Introduction
The generation of an antitumor immune response as a thera-

peutic strategy in oncology has been studied for many years.
Recently, immuno-oncology drugs have demonstrated significant
improvements over standard-of-care therapies in certain malig-
nancies, exemplified by FDA approvals for anti-CTLA-4, anti-
PD-1, and anti-PD-L1mAbs (1). Despite this success, a significant

number of cancer patients do not respond to immunotherapies,
respond incompletely, or discontinue therapy due to adverse
events. Immunosuppressive mechanisms outside of the targeted
pathway may prevent an effective antitumor immune response
within the tumor microenvironment (TME) despite the presence
or recruitment of antitumor T cells (2). Such factors include
suppressive immune cells that include regulatory T cells (Treg)
and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) capable of sup-
pressing activated T cells. Therefore, additional therapies are
needed that expand high affinity, tumor-specific T cells in regional
draining lymph nodes or within the TME despite immunosup-
pression not currently addressed by immunologic checkpoint
blockade.

One strategy to promote an antitumor immune response that is
different from checkpoint inhibition is to activate the TNF recep-
tor superfamily (TNFRSF) of costimulatory T-cell receptors. Ago-
nist approaches for these receptors currently undergoing clinical
trials include antibodies and other technologies targeting CD137
(4-1BB; TNFRSF9), CD40 (TNFRSF5), CD27 (TNFRSF7), GITR
(CD357; TNFRSF18), andOX40 (CD134; TNFRSF4; ref. 3).OX40
is a TNFRSFmember expressed on activated effector andmemory,
as well as regulatory, T cells. Development of the mouse mAb
9B12, subsequently termed MEDI6469, was the first anti-human
OX40 mAb in clinical development for advanced solid malig-
nancies, and showed encouraging antitumor responses and a
tolerable safety profile (4). The mouse origin of the MEDI6469
antibody, however, limits its clinical utility to one cycle of
treatment due to the emergence of human anti-mouse
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antibody (HAMA) responses. Subsequently, a humanized
version of MEDI6469 termed MEDI0562 was created to avoid
the immunogenicity seen with MEDI6469. This and other
agonist anti-human OX40 mAbs have entered early-phase
clinical testing (5–7).

OX40-specific mAbs, as bivalent OX40 binding moieties, have
the potential to induce OX40 signaling when clustered, but have
not been shown to be capable of trimerizing OX40 in the absence
of clustering. In contrast, the naturally trimeric OX40 ligand
(OX40L, CD252, TNFSF4) protein complex expressed by profes-
sional antigen-presenting cells (APC) can trimerizeOX40 directly.
The engagement of OX40 by the OX40L, in concert with other
costimulatory signals, promotes T-cell activation, survival, expan-
sion, and the formation of effector and central memory T-cell
pools. In contrast to OX40-specific mAbs, engineered fusion
proteins containing the OX40L extracellular domain (ECD) have
been created to take advantage of the strong agonist properties of
the ligand. Previously, a human OX40L ECD linked to a human
IgG1 Fc domain via a coiled coil trimerization domain from the
yeast GCN4 protein had been expressed and characterized (8). It
was found to naturally associate into a hexameric human OX40L
fusion protein structure composed of two trimerized molecules
covalently bound together throughdisulfide linkages found in the
human IgG1 Fc domains.

To build a hexameric humanOX40L fusion protein suitable for
clinical use, we designed a fully human OX40L fusion protein
termed MEDI6383. This protein contains human OX40L ECDs
fused to the trimerization domain of the human TRAF2 protein
and to human IgG domains to enable the formation of a cova-
lently linked hexamer. Because the human IgG1 isotype can
mediate complement fixation and antibody-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity (ADCC), we chose human IgG4 as the human
IgG isotype to minimize the possibility of in vivo depletion of
OX40-expressing effector T cells. Although human IgG4 was
unlikely to mediate ADCC or complement fixation, this isotype
can bind with relatively lower affinity to human FcgRs other than
CD16 (9), which may be enhanced by avidity effects. Therefore,
we were interested to test whether FcgR-mediated clustering may
enhance MEDI6383 activity.

On the basis of the structure of the molecule, we further
hypothesized that MEDI6383 would lack effector function,
induce potent CD4 T-cell activation and expansion both in vitro
and in vivo, and mediate antitumor immunity in animal models.
Likewise, we hypothesized that MEDI6383 would protect con-
ventional CD4 T cells from Treg-mediated suppression as has
been reported for other OX40 agonists. In this manuscript, we
report the production and characterization of MEDI6383 and the
testing of these hypotheses using human in vitro assays and after
the administration of MEDI6383 to immunodeficient mice bear-
ing an admixture of human T cells and tumor cells as well as to
healthy rhesus macaques. Results from these studies show that
MEDI6383 represents an attractive candidate to activate and
expand tumor-reactive T cells in patients with cancer.

Materials and Methods
OX40 binding molecules and control reagents

MEDI6383 was generated by genetically recombining DNA
fragments that encode the human IgG4P fragment crystal-
lizable (Fc) domain, the human TNF receptor-associated factor
2 (TRAF2) coiled coil domain (10), and the human OX40

ligand (OX40L) extracellular receptor binding domain (RBD).
The control fusion protein lacking binding to OX40, termed
F180A OX40L fusion protein control, was generated by mutat-
ing phenylalanine at position 180 to alanine which is known to
abrogate OX40L binding to OX40 (11). MEDI6469 is a mouse
anti-human OX40 mAb previously termed 9B12 and described
previously (4).

Analytic size-exclusion chromatography
MEDI6383 protein sample was applied onto a TSK-gel

G3000SWxL column (Tosoh Biosciences), eluted isocratically
with an Agilent 1200 HPLC system (Agilent Technologies), and
detected using UV absorbance at 280 nm and DAEN EOS Multi-
Angle Light Scattering (MALS; Wyatt Technology).

Cell lines, tissue culture reagents, and culture conditions
All cell lines were originally purchased from the ATCC and

tested at Medimmune for mycoplasma using mycoplasma-
specific real-time PCR prior to use. Human A375melanoma, Raji
B, andHEK293 parental cells were authenticated by short tandem
repeat profiling (IDEXX BioResearch Laboratories); human
OX40-expressing Jurkat NFkB-luciferase reporter cells did not
undergo cell line authentication. All cells except those used in
regulatory T cell (Treg) suppression assays were cultured in RPMI
completemedia consisting of RPMI1640 containing supplements
(Life Technologies; catalog no. A1049101) plus 10% v/v heat-
inactivated FBS and 1% v/v (1�) penicillin/streptomycin anti-
biotics (Life Technologies) in a humidified tissue culture incu-
bator at 37�C and 5%CO2. T cells in Treg suppression assays were
cultured in RPMI1640 Glutamax-I (Life Technologies, catalog no.
61870-036) containing 1% v/v penicillin and streptomycin,
5% v/v human AB serum, and 1 mg/mL anti-CD28 antibody,
clone 28.8 (BD Biosciences).

Flow cytometry reagents and analysis
BSA and propidium iodide (PI) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. OX40 was detected using APC-conjugated anti-human
OX40 clone Ber-ACT35 (Biolegend). Flow cytometry data were
collected by a BD LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson)
and flow cytometry standard (FCS) data analyzed using FlowJo
software (FlowJo LLC). Absolute CD4 and CD8 cell counts for
the rhesus macaque study were generated using TruCount
Beads (BectonDickinson) and is described further in Supplemen-
tary Methods.

Binding of MEDI6383 and MEDI6469 to activated human CD4
T cells

Primary human CD4þ T cells were obtained through negative
selection of PBMCs isolated from sodium heparin anti-
coagulated whole blood from healthy human or non-human
primate (NHP) donors. CD4 T cells were cultured with 2 mg/mL
phytohemaglutinin–leucoagglutinin (PHA-L; Roche Life
Sciences) and 20 IU/mL recombinant human IL2 (rhIL2; Pepro-
Tech) to activate T cells and upregulate OX40. Activated T cells
expressing OX40 were bound to MEDI6383 or MEDI6469
and detected with AlexaFluor 647–conjugated or AlexaFluor
488–conjugated goat anti-human IgG secondary antibody
(Life Technologies) on live (PI negative) cells. The apparent
(avidity driven) equilibrium binding constants for MEDI6383
or MEDI6469 binding were determined after background sub-
traction using GraphPad Prism version 5.01 for Windows
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(GraphPad Software) with a nonlinear regression equation for
one site, specific binding.

NFkB luciferase reporter T-cell assays
For NFkB luciferase reporter T-cell assays, human Jurkat T cells

were engineered to constitutively express human OX40 and to
produce luciferase upon induction of tandem NFkB promoter
elements upstream of luciferase. The Jurkat NFkB-luciferase
reporter cell line was in some cases used together with an FcgR-
expressing cell line at a 1:1 ratio (100,000 reporter cells plus
100,000 FcgR-expressing cells) for clustering of MEDI6383 or
MEDI6469 in trans through Fc domain clustering. FcgR-expressing
CD45þ cells from primary human tumors were isolated using a
human CD45 microbead positive selection kit (Miltenyi Biotec)
from tumors digested to single-cell suspensions as described in
Supplementary Methods. Luciferase production was measured
using the SteadyGlo luciferase assay system (Promega) and a
Perkin Elmer Envision multi-label micro plate reader (Molecular
Devices). FcgR-blocking reagents and controls used to demon-
strate FcgR-dependent activity in 2-cell reporter bioassays includ-
ed: BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), hexameric GITRL fusion proteins con-
taining human IgG1 (control hexamer IgG1), or human IgG4P
(control hexamer IgG4P) Fc domains (12, 13) that do not bind
OX40 or activate OX40 reporter cells but can compete with
MEDI6383 for FcgR binding (generated at MedImmune), LEAF
purified mouse IgG1 k isotype control antibody clone MOPC-21
(Biolegend), LEAF purified mouse anti-human CD64 antibody
clone 10.1, sterile PBS-dialyzed purified mouse anti-human
CD32 antibody clone FUN-2 (Biolegend), purified human IgG
gamma globulin (Jackson Immunoresearch), and sterile human
AB serum(ThermoFisher Scientific). These reagentswere added to
2-cell bioassays containing parental or FcgR-expressing HEK293
cells, as indicated, for 45 minutes prior to addition of 0.5 mg/mL
(1.6 nmol/L) MEDI6383 and OX40 Jurkat NFkB-luciferase
reporter cells to allow for effective competition for FcgRs.

Primary human T-cell bioactivity assays
Enriched human CD3, CD4, or CD8 T cells were isolated from

healthy donor Leuko Paks (AllCells) or whole blood (MedIm-
mune BloodDonor Program) using EasySep human (CD3) T cell,
CD4, or CD8 T cell enrichment kits (for leuko paks; StemCell
Technologies) or RosetteSep human T cell enrichment cocktail
(CD3), RosetteSep CD4, or RosetteSep CD8 T cell enrichment
cocktail (for whole blood; StemCell Technologies). Thereafter, T
cells were activated using 2 mg/mL PHA-L and 20 IU/mL rhIL2
for 48 hours to upregulate OX40. To test the ability of plate-
immobilized MEDI6383 to induce cytokine secretion and T-cell
proliferation, activated OX40-expressing T cells were added to
nontissue culture-treated round-bottom 96-well assay plates to
which MEDI6383 and a suboptimal concentration (2 ng/mL) of
UltraLEAF low endotoxin clone OKT3 anti-human CD3 mAb
(Biolegend) had been immobilized. For wells containing solu-
tion-phaseMEDI6383, antibody-based capture ofMEDI6383was
omitted. Cells were labeled with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl
ester (CFSE) using the CellTrace CFSE cell proliferation kit (Life
Technologies) and cell proliferation at 72 hours measured by
CFSE dilution. Cytokine release at 72 hours was measured using
Mesoscale Discovery (MSD) Th1/Th2 10-plex tissue culture kit
(MesoScale Diagnostics).

To test the activity of MEDI6383 clustered by CD32A-
expressing HEK cells, fusion protein was incubated with isolated,

activated, and CFSE-labeled primary human CD3, CD4, or CD8
T cells plus CD32A-expressing HEK cells together with 10 mg/mL
of the anti-CD3mAb clone OKT3 to initiate T-cell receptor (TCR)
stimulation.

Natural Treg suppression assay
Human CD4 effector T cells (Teff) and regulatory T cells (Treg:

CD4þCD25highCD127low) were isolated from the same healthy
donor Leukopacks (Hemacare) using an EasySep human CD4þ T
cell isolation kit and a EasySep human CD4þCD127lowCD25high

Regulatory T Cell Isolation Kit (StemCell Technologies), respec-
tively (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for CD25, CD127, and FoxP3
immunophenotypic profile). Teff cells were labeled with CFSE
using the CellTrace CFSE cell proliferation kit and Tregs with the
CellTrace Violet Cell Proliferation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Teff and Treg were cocultured at 1:1 ratio in complete RPMI1640
medium containing 5% v/v human AB serum and 1 mg/mL
purified NA/LE anti-CD28 mAb, clone 28.2 (BD Biosciences) in
the tissue culture plates coatedwith anti-humanCD3 cloneOKT3
(Biolegend) alone or with MEDI6383 or F180A OX40L fusion
protein control. After 5 days of coculture in a humidified tissue
culture incubator at 37�Cand 5%CO2, the percentages of divided
CD4 Teff cells (CFSE dilution) and divided CD4 Treg cells
(CellTrace Violet dilution) were assessed by flow cytometry on
an Fortessa flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) and using FlowJo
Software (FlowJo LLC).

Human T cell/tumor cell admixed xenograft model
NOD/SCID mice of 5–9 weeks of age were purchased from

Envigo Harlan Laboratories, Inc. Studies with mice were
conducted in accordance with and approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee–approved protocols
in the Laboratory Animal Resources facility at MedImmune,
an Association for Animal Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care, and United States Department of Agriculture–licensed
facility.

Human CD4 and CD8 T cells were separately isolated from
healthy donor peripheral blood usingCD4 andCD8human T cell
enrichment kits (StemCell Technologies). To generate A375 mel-
anoma tumor cell line–reactiveCD4andCD8 lines, enrichedCD4
andCD8 T cells were cultured separately in RPMI completemedia
containing rhIL2 with mitomycin C–treated A375 tumor cells for
one week. T cells were collected and separately restimulated with
mitomycin C–treated A375 tumor cells and rhIL2 again for an
additional week. Expanded CD4 and CD8 T-cell lines were
combined at a 2:1 ratio and then added to A375 tumor cells to
produce a ratio of 6:1 of A375 to total T cells, and a total of 3.5�
106 cells were injected into the flank of NOD/SCID mice (n ¼ 6
female mice per group). MEDI6383 or a control OX40L IgG4P
fusion protein containing an F180A point mutation (phenylala-
nine replaced by alanine at position 180) in the OX40 binding
interface that abrogates OX40L:OX40 interactions (11) was
injected at the indicated doses levels and times starting at day
3 after admixed tumor cell/T-cell engraftment. Dosing was con-
tinued 2 times per week for 2 weeks. Tumor dimensions were
measured using a caliper at the indicated time points and tumor
volumes calculated using the following formula: V (mm3) ¼
[length (mm)�width (mm)�width (mm)]/2. Antitumor effects
were expressed as percent tumor growth inhibition (% TGI),
which was calculated as follows: % TGI ¼ [1 � (mean tumor V
of treatment group) (mean tumor V of control group) � 100].
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MEDI6383 administration to rhesus macaques
Indian-origin rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) were housed

at the Oregon National Primate Research Center and experiments
with these animals were conducted in accordance with and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
forOregonHealth& ScienceUniversity/OregonNational Primate
Research Center and theGuide for the Care andUse of Laboratory
Animals. Vehicle control (sterile PBS), MEDI6383, or mouse anti-
human OX40 mAb MEDI6469 (previously termed 9B12) were
administered via the intravenous (bolus) route (n ¼ 5 female
macaques per group). Vehicle and MEDI6383 at 1 mg/kg were
administered every other day (day 0, 2, and4) for a total of 3 doses
while MEDI6469 was administered as a single 5 mg/kg dose.
Following test article administration, anticoagulant citrate dex-
trose (ACD) anticoagulated peripheral whole bloodwas collected
at the indicated times for immuno-phenotyping by whole blood
staining. Antibody panels used to stain rhesus peripheral immune
cells for flow cytometry analysis are shown in Supplementary
Fig. S2A, with Ki67 antibody included in intracellular Ab cocktails
and the remainder added to surface antibody cocktails. Example
gating of total, central, and effector memory CD4 or CD8 T cells
based on CD95, CD28, CCR5, and CCR7 staining is shown in
Supplementary Fig. S2B.

Statistical analyses
Statistical differences between proliferation values for

MEDI6383-mediated Teff proliferation in the presence or
absence of Tregs were determined using unpaired, two-tailed
Student t test. Differences between tumor growth inMEDI6383-
treated and isotype control–treated animals bearing A375
tumors from A375/human T-cell admixtures were analyzed for

statistical significance by a Mann–Whitney rank sum test. Dif-
ferences between experimental conditions in FcgR-expressing
HEK293 2-cell bioassays using FcgR blocking reagents and for
pharmacodynamic measurements between baseline (day 1 pre-
dose) and indicated time points in the rhesus study were
analyzed for statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Dunnett posttest correction for multiple comparisons, report-
ing multiplicity adjusted P values for each comparison using
GraphPad Prism version 7.02 (GraphPad Software). Differences
between MEDI6383-treated or F180A OX40L FP control–trea-
ted conditions in Treg assays were analyzed by two-tailed
Student t test using GraphPad Prism.

Results
Design and preparation of MEDI6383

MEDI6383 was designed as a human OX40L IgG4P Fc fusion
protein composed of three distinct domains: (i) human OX40
ligand extracellular receptor binding domains (RBD) that form
homotrimers and bind OX40; (ii) isoleucine zipper coiled coil
domains derived from TRAF2 (10) that stabilize the homotri-
meric structure of the OX40L RBDs; and (iii) human IgG4 frag-
ment crystallizable gamma (Fc) domains that facilitate Fcg recep-
tor clustering of the fusion protein and contain a serine to proline
substitution in the hinge regions at position 228 according to EU
numbering of the full-length IgG4 heavy chain sequence (IgG4P)
to prevent inter-Fab arm exchange (Fig. 1A). The resulting protein
has a calculatedmolecular mass of 306,000 daltons supportive of
a glycosylated, hexameric protein. Size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) and SEC-MALS suggested a highly purified hexameric form
(Fig. 1B) with an apparent molecular mass of 330,000 daltons,
consistent with the calculated mass (Fig. 1C).

Figure 1.

Schematic diagram of the proposed structure of MEDI6383. Figure 1 shows that MEDI6383 is a human OX40 ligand IgG4P Fc fusion protein consisting of
three subunits containing an OX40L receptor binding domain (RBD), a TRAF2 coiled coil domain, and an IgG4 Fc domain containing an S!P mutation at
position 228 according to EU numbering of the full-length IgG4 heavy chain sequence to prevent inter-Fab arm exchange. A, The proposed structure of the
protein product is a hexameric "dimer of trimers". The OX40L RBDs are oriented from N-terminal amino acids (top) to the C-terminus (bottom) as indicated.
B, Analytic size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analysis of intact MEDI6383 showed highly monomeric (>98%) single peak with very low levels of aggregates,
no fragments or free chains. C, SEC combined with multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) showed an apparent molecular mass of approximately 330,000
daltons which supports the proposed hexameric form. Light trace spanning entire elution time, MEDI6383 sample; darker trace, molecular mass standards.
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MEDI6383 potently binds OX40 on activated primary human
and NHP T cells

After purification, MEDI6383 was tested for binding to native
OX40 on the surface of activated human and NHP T cells. We
found that OX40 is highly expressed on activated CD4 T cells as
opposed to activated human CD8 T cells (Supplementary
Fig. S3A and S3B). Therefore, we used activated primary human
and NHP CD4 T cells for binding studies. Results showed
potent binding to OX40 on activated human, cynomolgus,
and rhesus CD4 T cells, with mean apparent equilibrium
binding constant (KD) values of 1.7, 24, and 21 pmol/L,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. S3; Supplementary Table
S1). The control OX40L fusion protein containing an F180A
point mutation (phenylalanine replaced by alanine at position
180) in the OX40L binding interface that abrogates OX40L:
OX40 interactions (11) did not demonstrate appreciable bind-
ing to human or nonhuman primate OX40. MEDI6383 binding
to OX40 was substantially more potent than that of the mouse
anti-human OX40 mAb MEDI6469. The latter bound to acti-
vated human CD4 T cells with a mean apparent KD value of
669 pmol/L (Supplementary Table S1).

MEDI6383 induces NFkB signaling in human T cells that is
enhanced by Fcg receptor–mediated drug clustering

To demonstrate the ability of MEDI6383 to induce OX40-
mediated signaling in human T cells, we generated T-cell reporter
anddrug clustering cell lines for use in a series of in vitrobioactivity
potency assays. First, we created an OX40-expressing Jurkat
human T-cell reporter line infected with a lentivirus directing the
OX40-inducible expression of luciferase from anNFkB promoter.
Second, we made HEK293 cell lines engineered to express either
the human Fcg receptor CD32A (FcgRIIA H131, with histidine at
position 131), CD64 (FcgRI), or CD16 (FcgRIII 158F or 158V,
with phenylalanine or valine at position 158) to evaluate the
potential of Fc domain–based clustering ofMEDI6383 to enhance
drug activity (Supplementary Fig. S4). Upon ligation of OX40 on
the NFkB-luciferase Jurkat reporter cell line, luciferase enzyme
activity is produced in the reporter cells through NFkB promoter
activation and can be measured as a bioluminescent readout
(Fig. 2A). As was observed for primary human T cells, MEDI6383
showed potent binding to OX40 expressed exogenously on the
NFkB-luciferase Jurkat T cell reporter line with an apparent KD of
4.9 pmol/L (Supplementary Table S1). After the addition of
MEDI6383, moderate NFkB promoter activation was observed
in a dose-dependent manner, demonstrating that solution-phase
MEDI6383 is capable of mediating low levels of OX40 clustering
on reporter cells (Fig. 2B). No change in this activity was observed
after the addition to the assay of parental HEK293 human
embryonic kidney cells that lack FcgR expression. However, the
activity was significantly enhanced in a dose-dependent manner
when the reporter Jurkat cells were coincubated with MEDI6383
andHEK293 cells expressingCD32AorCD64 (Fig. 2CandD), but
not CD16 (Supplementary Fig. S4H and S4I). This demonstrated
that OX40 receptor agonism by MEDI6383 occurred to a limited
extent in a solution-phase form that was enhanced when
MEDI6383 was clustered by binding of Fc domains on the fusion
protein to FcgRs on the surface of CD32A- or CD64-expressing
HEK293 cells.

To further demonstrate the dependency of the clustering
on FcgRs, FcgR blocking reagents and appropriate control
proteins were used in 2-cell bioassays with FcgR-expressing

HEK293 cells, reporter cells and MEDI6383 at a concentration
(0.5 mg/mL; 1.6 nmol/L) to induce optimal activity. With
HEK293 parental cells in the 2-cell reporter bioassay, none
of the FcgR blocking reagents affected the minimal solution-
phase activity of MEDI6383 except human serum which slight-
ly, but statistically significantly, enhanced bioactivity (Fig. 2E).
In contrast, control hexamer fusion proteins of human IgG1
and IgG4P isotypes used in excess to MEDI6383 or an anti-
CD32 mAb significantly inhibited drug activity mediated by
HEK CD32A drug clustering, with the strongest inhibition
observed for the IgG1 isotype control hexamer fusion protein
and the anti-CD32 mAb (Fig. 2F). Human serum at 10% or
20% of assay volume did not significantly affect activity,
nor did purified human IgG at 100 mg/mL. Likewise, the
control hexamer fusion proteins of human IgG1 and IgG4P
isotypes and an anti-CD64 mAb significantly inhibited
MEDI6383-mediated bioactivity when HEK CD64 cells were
used, with the IgG1 isotype control hexamer consistently
showing the greatest activity (Fig. 2G). In this format, however,
10% or 20% human serum also decreased MEDI6383 activity,
albeit reproducibly less than that of the control hexamer
fusion proteins or anti-CD64 mAb. Purified human IgG at
100 mg/mL did not affect activity of MEDI6383 with
HEK CD64 cells. In total, these results demonstrate that
MEDI6383 bioactivity was mediated by FcgR clustering in this
bioassay format.

To test whether FcgR-mediated enhancement of MEDI6383
activitymayoccur in the context of FcgR clustering by Raji tumor B
cells (predominately expressing CD32B, see Supplementary
Fig. S4), or by CD45 immune cells isolated from primary tumors
(in total expressing CD64, CD32A, CD32B, and CD16; Supple-
mentary Fig. S4), we tested these cell types in 2-cell bioassays.
Results showed that both cell types mediated robust MEDI6383
activity, greater than that observed for MEDI6383 in the absence
of clustering (Fig. 2H–J). The F180AOX40L fusionprotein control
lacking the ability to bind OX40 did not demonstrate activity in
any of the 2-cell assays tested. MEDI6469 bound with lower
apparent affinity thanMEDI6383 toOX40on the surface of Jurkat
reporter cells (apparent KD of 922 pmol/L; Supplementary Table
S1). Likewise, MEDI6469 had a substantially lower potency than
MEDI6383 forOX40 reporter activity in the 2-cell bioassay format
when utilizing either Raji or CD32B-expressing HEK cells to
cluster drug (Supplementary Table S2).

Multiple FcgRs were capable of mediating enhanced
MEDI6383 activity except CD16, an FcgR expressed by NK
cells that mediates NK cell–mediated cytotoxicity when effec-
tively cross-linked by antibodies with an appropriate isotype
(i.e., human IgG1; ref. 14). Therefore, we sought to determine
whether MEDI6383 was capable of inducing NK-cell ADCC of
OX40-expressing cells. MEDI6383 contains six Fc domains of
the IgG4 class, and thus the fusion protein would not be
expected to mediate ADCC by CD16-expressing NK cells. As
predicted, MEDI6383 did not demonstrate ADCC when added
to mixtures of primary human NK cells and CD4 T cells
expressing high levels of OX40, whereas an IgG1-formatted
version of MEDI6383 (OX40L fusion protein IgG1) demon-
strated potent NK-cell–mediated ADCC activity (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S5A). Furthermore, MEDI6383 did not bind the
complement component C1q (Supplementary Fig. S5B). This
suggests that it would not mediate complement-dependent
cytotoxicity of OX40-expressing cells.
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Induction of cytokine release and proliferation in activated
primary human T cells by MEDI6383

Results using the OX40-expressing Jurkat reporter T cells sug-
gested that MEDI6383 would potentiate primary human T-cell
activation. To test this hypothesis, primary human CD3þ T cells
were isolated from healthy donors, activated with PHA-L plus IL2
to upregulate cell surface expression of OX40, and then plated
onto tissue culture plates coated with a suboptimal T-cell receptor
(TCR) stimulus (plate-boundanti-humanCD3mAbcloneOKT3)
and a range of concentrations of MEDI6383 (Fig. 3A). The F180A
OX40L fusion protein control was included to demonstrate
OX40-specific effects. The immobilized MEDI6383 induced the
release of 5-fold or higher IFNg and TNFa levels from activated
primary human CD3-purified T cells in a concentration-
dependent manner (Fig. 3B and C) and at least 2-fold or higher
levels of IL10, IL13, IL5, and IL8 (Supplementary Fig. S6),
suggesting that MEDI6383 can induce the release of Th1- and
Th2-type cytokines under these culture conditions. Likewise,
MEDI6383 induced CD4 T-cell proliferation among activated
CD3 purified T cells in a concentration-dependent manner
(Fig. 3D). The F180A OX40L fusion protein control did not
induce cytokine release or proliferation, showing that the effects
were specific to OX40 engagement. Interestingly, solution-phase
MEDI6383 (i.e., drug not preimmobilized to the assay plate) did
not induce cytokine release or proliferation under these experi-
mental conditions. There was also a lack of MEDI6383-induced
cytokine release and proliferation in the absence of concomitant
TCR stimulation (no anti-CD3 mAb).

Consistent with its enhancement of T-cell cytokine release and
proliferation, costimulation with MEDI6383 enhanced the
expression levels of the T-cell activation markers CD137, CD30,
PD-1, and CD25 on activated CD3 T cells (Supplementary Fig.
S7). The increase in cell surface markers occurred on both CD4
and CD8 T-cell subsets, indicating that MEDI6383 engaged low
levels of OX40 on CD8 T cells or that cross-talk between OX40-
expressing CD4 T cells and CD8 T cells occurred in coculture
conditions. Taken together, these results showed that MEDI6383
further enhanced activation of both CD4 and CD8 T cells when
present in the same experimental conditions.

To examine the activity of MEDI6383 with activated primary
human T cells in the context of FcgR clustered drug together with
suboptimal TCR (anti-CD3) stimulation, MEDI6383 was tested
in a variationof the 2-cell bioassay using activatedprimaryhuman
T cells. In this assay, drug-clustering HEK cells expressing CD32A
were tested with isolated primary human CD3, CD4, or CD8 T
cells activated with PHA-L plus IL2 to upregulate cell surface
expression of OX40. Consistent with results from bioassays using
plate-immobilized drug, MEDI6383 induced a concentration-
dependent increase in CD4 T-cell proliferation among purified,
activated CD4 T cells (Fig. 3E) or CD3 T cells (Supplementary
Fig. S8) when incubated with CD32A-expressing HEK and anti-
CD3 mAb. No enhancement of proliferation was observed
among CD4 T cells in the absence of HEK CD32A-expressing
cells or in the absence of anti-CD3 stimulation, demonstrating
the requirement for drug clustering and TCR stimulation to
induce a MEDI6383-mediated biological response.

Overall, experiments using activated primary human T cells
demonstrated TCR signal–dependent costimulatory activity of
MEDI6383 upon drug clustering, but not in solution phase. CD4
cells express higher activation-inducedOX40 on cell surfaces than
CD8 cells (Supplementary Fig. S3A and S3B), and MEDI6383

demonstrated potent and consistent enhancement of activity
among these cells, and less potent and inconsistent enhancement
of primary CD8 T-cell activation.

MEDI6383 inhibits nTreg-mediated suppression of
conventional T cells

MEDI6383 augmented the activation of conventional CD4 T
cells, but in the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment
the activity of T cells can be dramatically suppressed (2). Natural
or induced regulatory T cells (nTreg or iTreg, respectively) repre-
sent two related but distinct cell types thatmaymediate inhibition
of conventional T-cell activation through cell-to-cell contact-
mediated mechanisms as well as by soluble factors (15). To
examine the ability of MEDI6383 to overcome nTreg inhibition
of conventional T-cell activation, we cocultured TCR-stimulated
conventional CD4 T cells with MEDI6383 in the absence and
presence of autologous nTreg cells isolated from healthy donor
peripheral blood (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. S1). Freshly isolated
conventional CD4 (Teff) and Treg cells expressed low but detect-
able OX40 that was upregulated upon Teff plus Treg coculture in
the presence of anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulation (Fig. 4A). As
had been shown above, MEDI6383 promoted TCR-driven T-cell
proliferation in the absence of nTregs. In the presence of nTregs,
proliferationwas inhibited. The nTreg-mediated inhibition of Teff
proliferation was reversed to levels observed in the absence of
nTregs when nTreg plus Teff cells were cultured in the presence
of MEDI6383, demonstrating the ability of the fusion protein
to prevent Treg immunosuppression of Teff cell proliferation
(Fig. 4B and D). Treg cells themselves proliferated poorly when
cultured alone. However, Tregs cultured alone were induced to
proliferate by MEDI6383 in a concentration-dependent manner,
but not by the F180A OX40L FP control (Fig. 4C and E). When
cocultured with Teff cells, a greater percentage of Treg cells prolif-
erated at baseline (� 30%) than when cultured alone (< 10%). As
when Tregs were cultured alone, MEDI6383 induced the prolifer-
ation of Tregs in a concentration-dependent manner when Tregs
were cocultured in the presence of Teff cells. In total, these results
show that MEDI6383 induces the proliferation of both Teff and
Treg cells cultured alone or in coculture with one another.

MEDI6383-mediated antitumor activity in vivo
Testing the activity ofMEDI6383 in immunocompetentmouse

syngeneic models is not possible as human OX40L binds to
human and primate OX40 but not to mouse OX40. Therefore,
to determinewhether agonismofOX40 byMEDI6383 could help
antitumor T cells overcome the immunosuppressive environment
within a tumor, we tested the ability of MEDI6383 to mediate
tumor clearance in vivo using a human tumor/T-cell admixed
model. In this model, human CD4 cells that express OX40 on
their cell surface (Supplementary Fig. S9) and CD8 T cells that are
each alloreactive to the human melanoma cell line A375 were
mixed with A375melanoma cells and implanted into the flank of
NOD/SCID mice. Thereafter, mice were treated with isotype
F180A OX40L fusion protein control or MEDI6383 at various
dose levels and antitumor effects weremonitored. Administration
of MEDI6383 to tumor-bearing mice caused significant tumor
growth inhibition when compared with control fusion protein-
treated mice (Fig. 5A). This effect was dependent on the activity
of T cells as no growth inhibition was observed in their absence,
but was restored upon addition of T cells to the admixture (Fig. 5B
and C).
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Induction of immune cell activation by MEDI6383
administered systemically to NHP

MEDI6383 at 1 mg/kg was administered by the intravenous
route every other day for three injections in five rhesus monkeys
(Fig. 6A). Vehicle (PBS) control or a single 5mg/kg bolus injection
of the mouse anti-human OX40 mAb MEDI6469 was adminis-
tered to separate cohorts of five monkeys each for comparison to
MEDI6383 (Fig. 6A). Whole blood was obtained at various time
points prior to and after drug administration for immunophe-
notyping of peripheral blood populations. After MEDI6383
administration, the percentages of total memory CD4 T cells
positive for Ki67 (proliferating CD4) increased from a baseline
of 7% (day 0 predose) to 52% at day 10 postdose (>7-fold
increase, P ¼ 0.003; Fig. 6B). Smaller, but statistically significant,
increases in the percentages of proliferating total memory CD8 T
cells were also seen, rising from 9% at baseline (day 0 predose) to
19% at day 10 postdose (>2-fold increase, P ¼ 0.02). In contrast,
no increases in proliferation among vehicle-treated or of treated
na€�ve CD4 or CD8 T cells were observed, which remained low
throughout the study. Subdividing totalmemory cells into central
(Tcm) and effector memory (Tem) subsets yielded different
proliferation profiles among each subset. For CD4 memory T
cells, an increase in proliferating CD4 Tcm cells from 5% at day 0
predose to 56% at day 10 (>10-fold, P ¼ 0.001) was observed,
whereas a smaller increase in proliferating CD4 Tem cells was
detected with 7% at day 0 predose and 14% at day 14 (�2-fold,
P ¼ 0.005), reaching a maximum level later than CD4 Tcm cells
(day 14 versus day 10). For CD8 memory T cells, the magnitude
of the Ki67 increase among CD8 Tcm cells was smaller than that
observed for CD4 Tcm, with 6% at day 0 predose and 29% at
day 10 (5-fold, P¼ 0.02). The increase for CD8Temwas similar to
that for CD4 Tem, with 11% at day 0 predose and 21% at day 14
(�2-fold, P ¼ 0.02). The kinetics of peak Ki67 induction in the
CD8 Tem population (day 14) was delayed relative to that
observed in the CD8 Tcm subset (day 10), similar to what was
observed for CD4 memory populations. The induction of CD4
memory T-cell proliferation by MEDI6383 was greater than
that observed for MEDI6469 among CD4 total memory (11%
at day 0 predose to 27% at day 10, �2.5-fold, P ¼ 0.03) CD4
centralmemory (9% at day 0 predose to 23%at day 10,�2.5 fold,
P¼ 0.02) andCD8 centralmemory T cells (9%at day 0 predose to
13% at day 7, �1.5-fold, nonsignificant at P ¼ 0.29). This result
was perhaps expected given the higher binding affinity of
MEDI6383 for OX40 relative to that of MEDI6469 (Supplemen-
tary Table S1) and the relatively greater potency observed for the

fusion protein in 2-cell bioactivity assays with FcgR-expressing
cells (Supplementary Table S2).

We evaluated markers of T-cell activation and found an
increase in the percentage of ICOSþ total memory CD4 (2% at
day 0 predose to 15% at day 7, �7-fold, P ¼ 0.01) and total
memory CD8 T cells (0.7% at day 0 predose to 3% at day 7, �4-
fold, P ¼ 0.01), reaching maximum levels around day 7–10 (Fig.
6C). The greatest percentage of the responding cells was higher in
CD4 versus CD8 memory cells, but at lower percentages overall
when compared with the Ki67 positive fraction of total memory
cells at those time points (Fig. 6B). Increases in the percentage of
PD-1þ CD4 total memory cells (1.5% at day 0 predose to 3.5% at
day 7, �2-fold, P ¼ 0.005) were also observed, but at a lower
percentage and fold change than seen for ICOS positivity among
CD4 total memory cells. No increases in the percentage of ICOSþ

and PD-1þ total memory cells were observed for vehicle-treated
animals. Interestingly, the increase in thepercentageof ICOSþ total
memory cells observed forMEDI6383wasnot seen forMEDI6469,
while the fold increase in PD-1þ CD4 total memory cells was
higher for MEDI6469 (1% at day 0 predose to 5% at day 10, �5-
fold,P¼0.04) than forMEDI6383. Enhanced cytokineproduction
may also be an indicator of T-cell costimulation following OX40
agonism, as shown in vitro. However, neither intracellular nor
plasma levels of cytokine were measured in this study.

Examining B-cell proliferation, MEDI6383 induced an
increase in the percentage of circulating Ki67þ B cells (10% at
day 0 predose to 24% at day 17, �2 fold, P ¼ 0.01), reaching a
maximum proliferation later (day 17) than that observed for
proliferating CD4 and CD8 total memory cells (Fig. 6D).
MEDI6383 induced a similar fold increase of proliferating B cells
as compared withMEDI6469 (8% at day 0 predose to 16% at day
14, �2-fold, P ¼ 0.05).

MEDI6383 and MEDI6469 treatment initially resulted in a
decrease in absolute numbers of circulating CD4 T and B cells per
mL of blood as measured at day 4 postdose, consistent with
driving an exodus of CD4 T and B cells from the circulation. This
was followed by increases in CD4, CD8 T-cell, and B-cell absolute
numbers over the second week indicating that the observed rise
in percent Ki67-positive cells was associated with increases in
circulating cell numbers (Supplementary Fig. S10).

Discussion
Within the TME, an endogenous antitumor T-cell immune

response is shaped by a number of signaling events. First, effective

Figure 2.
OX40 reporter bioactivity of MEDI6383. Figure 2 shows the bioactivity of MEDI6383 using OX40-expressing Jurkat NFkB reporter cells with or without
clustering by FcgRs expressed on human cells. A, Schematic illustration of the anticipated interactions in a 2-cell bioassay using FcgR-expressing drug "clustering"
cells and the NFkB-luciferase reporter Jurkat T cell line that expresses OX40. B, Concentration-dependent response of MEDI6383-mediated activation of an
NFkB-luciferase reporter Jurkat T cell line by MEDI6383 in solution phase or in the presence of parental HEK293 cells lacking FcgR expression. F180A OX40L
FP control or no MEDI6383, as indicated, were incubated with HEK293 plus reporter cells as controls. As an additional control, reporter cells were
incubated in the absence of HEK293 cells andMEDI6383 (reporter alone).C,Bioactivity ofMEDI6383 clustered by CD32A-expressingHEK293 orD,CD64-expressing
HEK293 cells compared with MEDI6383 in solution phase or to controls, as indicated. E–G, Effects of various FcgR blocking reagents, or controls, on the bioactivity
of 0.5 mg/mL (1.6 nmol/L) of MEDI6383 incubated with parental or FcgR-transduced HEK293 plus reporter cells, as indicated. Upper dotted line indicates
mean activity of MEDI6383 without blocking reagent (media) plus HEK293 cells and lower dotted line represents mean activity of reporter cells incubated with
MEDI6383 in the absence of HEK293 cells. †, P < 0.001 by one-way ANOVA comparing the indicated tests to either media, albumin, or mouse IgG control
proteins. H, Bioactivity induced by MEDI6383 or the F180A OX40L FP control protein clustered by the CD32B-expressing Raji B cell tumor line. I, Bioactivity
observed after MEDI6383 clustering by CD45 immune cells" and "or J, a resected primary human non-small cell lung cancer. Results are representative of at
least three independent experiments with data points and error bars representing the mean and SEM, respectively, of triplicate measurements, with the exception
of results from CD45 cells isolated from primary human cancers which represent individual experiments.
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presentation of tumor-specific epitopes by tumor cells or antigen-
presenting cells provides an essential signal for T-cell activation.
Second, costimulatory signals such as that provided by OX40
promote effector T-cell activation and expansion, as well as the
generation of effector and central memory T cells required for
long-lived antitumor immunity.

As a therapeutic strategy for the treatment of cancer,MEDI6383
was engineered to promote an antitumor immune response
through potent stimulation of OX40. On the basis of the biology
of OX40 engagement, we hypothesized that MEDI6383 would
enhance T-cell costimulatory signaling, resulting in proinflam-
matory cytokine release and proliferation in the context of a T-cell
receptor stimulus. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the drug
would expand memory T cells and provide protection of conven-

tional, activated T cells from the inhibitory effects of regulatory T
cells. Finally, we hypothesized that OX40 engagement would
induce antitumor-specific immunity dependent on T cells.

With regard to T-cell activation, we found that MEDI6383 in
solution phase induced the activation of the NFkB promoter in
OX40-positive reporter T cells, and that this activity was greatly
enhancedby FcgRclustering of the fusionprotein. In vivo, cells that
express FcgRs would be expected to cluster MEDI6383 and thus
drive OX40 costimulation. We found that primary human
tumors, including NSCLC and renal cell carcinoma (RCC), con-
tained immune cells expressing FcgRs, and these cells effectively
clustered MEDI6383 andmediated potent OX40 reporter activity
ex vivo. As expected, reagents that have the potential to strongly
block Fc:FcgR interactions, such as control hexamer fusion

Figure 3.

Activity of MEDI6383 using primary human T cells. Figure 3 shows the activity of MEDI6383 immobilized to tissue culture plastic or clustered by CD32A-
expressing cells with OX40-expressing activated primary human T cells.A, Schematic illustration of the bioactivity assay using plate immobilized M, MEDI6383. IFNg
(B) and TNFa release (C) into cell culture supernatants and proliferation of cells (D) plated under the conditions described next to each graph. Solution-phase
MEDI6383 indicates drug added tomedium instead of captured on the plate surface, and no anti-CD3 indicates omission of anti-CD3mAb clone OKT3 stimulation in
the wells. E, Bioactivity of MEDI6383 with OX40-expressing activated primary human CD4 T cells cocultured with CD32A-expressing HEK293 cells and a
suboptimal amount of anti-CD3 mAb clone OKT3. No drug, no anti-CD3, and no HEK CD32A indicate bioassay conditions containing all components except
MEDI6383, anti-CD3 mAb clone OKT3, or CD32A-expressing HEK293 cells, respectively. T cells only indicate the presence of CFSE-labeled CD4 T cells alone in
the absence of drug, anti-CD3 mAb clone OKT3, and CD32A expressing HEK293 cells. Results for plate-immobilized or HEK CD32 clustered MEDI6383 are
each representative of three independent experiments, with data points and error bars representing the mean and SEM of triplicate measurements, respectively.
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proteins of the IgG1 or IgG4P isotypes used in molar excess or
anti-FcgRantibodies, interferedwithMEDI6383bioactivitymedi-
ated by FcgR-expressing cells. However, the bioactivity was not
affected by human IgG at >400 times molar excess of MEDI6383

nor as strongly by human serum that contains high levels of
human IgG. The latter demonstrates the ability of MEDI6383 as a
hexameric IgG-containing fusion protein to outcompete endog-
enous IgG for FcgR binding and clustering of drug, a feature that is

Figure 4.

MEDI6383 overcomes the suppressive activity of nTreg cells. Figure 4 demonstrates the ability of MEDI6383 to reverse the immunosuppressive activity of
nTreg cocultured with Teff. A, Expression of cell surface OX40 by Treg cells at the time of isolation (day 0) and after 5 days of Teff/Treg coculture in the
presence of anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulation. B, Examples of CSFE dilution of Teff cells or C, Treg among untreated, MEDI6383-treated, or F180A OX40L FP
control-treated Teff cell, Treg cell, or Teff/Treg cocultures, as indicated. D, Plot of CD4 Teff cell proliferation versus concentration of MEDI6383- or F180A OX40L
FP control-treated Teff cell (Teff only) or Teff/Treg cocultures (Teffþ Treg), as indicated. E, Plot of CD4 Treg cell proliferation versus concentration of MEDI6383- or
F180A OX40L FP control-treated Treg cell (Treg only) or Teff/Treg cocultures (Teffþ Treg), as indicated. Data is representative of three independent experiments.
Points and error bars represent mean of triplicate measures and SEM, respectively. †, P < 0.05 using two-tailed Student t test comparing MEDI6383-treated
versus F180A OX40L FP control–treated cells for points 0.15 nmol/L and above for Teff þ Treg and 0.62 nmol/L and above for Teff only in D and for points
0.31 and above for Teff þ Treg and 0.62 nmol/L and above for Treg only in E.
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important to consider when MEDI6383 is administered in vivo
where endogenous IgG levels will be high.

In vivo, we used a human tumor/immune cell admixed model
in NOD/SCID mice to demonstrate T-cell–dependent tumor
eradication by MEDI6383. Although not examined in this study,
such tumors would be expected to be infiltrated with FcgR-
expressingmouse immune cells, and these potentially could have
mediated clustering of MEDI6383. It is anticipated that FcgR-
positive immune cells, whichmay includemyeloid cells, dendritic
cells, or B cells, will be important in human tumors and tumor
draining lymph nodes of patients to potentiate MEDI6383-
mediated antitumor activity. However, some activity related to

OX40 clustering by the hexameric OX40L fusion protein
itself without further immobilization on cell surfaces cannot
be ruled out.

TheCD64 FcgRhas relatively high affinity for IgG4,whereas the
FcgRs CD32 and CD16 have relatively lower affinity (16). We
determined the equilibrium binding (KD) values for MEDI6383
binding to human FcgRs by surface plasmon resonance (Supple-
mentary Table S3) and found expected low, micromolar affinity
binding to CD16 and CD32A and CD32B, and higher, nmol/L
affinity binding to CD64. CD64 (FcgRI) and CD32A or B (FcgRII
isoforms) enhanced drug activity through clustering, but CD16
(FcgRIII) lacked this enhancement. On the basis of the measured

Figure 5.

Antitumor activity of MEDI6383. Figure 5 demonstrates the T-cell–dependent activity of MEDI6383 in a human T cell/tumor cell admixed model in NOD/SCID mice.
A, Statistically significant tumor growth inhibition by MEDI6383 administered over a range of dose levels in mice engrafted with human A375 melanoma
tumor cells admixed with allogeneic A375-reactive human CD4 and CD8 T cells. B, Lack of MEDI6383 activity in mice engrafted with A375 tumor cells but in the
absence of human T cells. C,Activity of MEDI6383when allogeneic A375-reactive human T cells were engrafted with A375 tumor cells. � , P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney
rank sum test of mean tumor size at day 28 for MEDI6383-treated groups compared to isotype control group. Arrows indicate times after tumor injection
when MEDI6383 was administered to mice. Statistically significant differences in mean tumor size between MEDI6383 and isotype control group was
demonstrated in three independent experiments, with representative data shown.
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affinities, it is not clear why CD32A and CD32B would enhance
clustering and bioactivity, whereas CD16 would not. It is impor-
tant to note that the CD32A or CD32B were expressed at high
levels in our HEK expressing or Raji 2-cell bioassays, and may
explain why these FcgR-presenting cells demonstrated activity
despite their relatively low affinity for IgG4. However, the lack
of effective clustering by CD16, despite its robust expression in
HEK cells, was consistent with its relatively low affinity for IgG4
and our finding that MEDI6383 did not mediate measurable
NK-cell–mediated ADCC of OX40-expressing activated T cells. In
contrast, a human IgG1 version of the OX40L fusion protein with
stronger binding to CD16 mediated potent ADCC of OX40-
expressing T cells. Likewise, MEDI6383 did not bind to the
complement component C1q as did a human IgG1 control
antibody. Thus, MEDI6383 would not be expected to mediate
complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity of OX40-expressing
cells. The lack of NK-cell effector function for MEDI6383 was

specifically engineered by incorporation of the IgG4 isotype, and
was designed to prevent the elimination of activated, tumor-
reactive effector T cells in the TME through NK-cell–mediated
ADCC or by CDC. Whether MEDI6383 may mediate other
effector functions through FcgRs, such as antibody-dependent
cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) or ADCCmediated by FcgR-expres-
sing immune cells other than NK cells, remains an area for further
investigation.

In line with the observed NFkB activation in reporter cells,
immobilized MEDI6383 induced Th1 and Th2 cytokine release
and cellular proliferation in preactivated primary human CD4 T
cells. The cytokine release profile induced by OX40 agonism
during an antitumor immune response likely depends on
the local cellular and cytokine milieu, and may include a mixed
Th1/Th2 response (17) as observed here. The activity of
MEDI6383 required concomitant TCR signaling, as the fusion
protein was inactive in the absence of an anti-CD3 mAb used to

Figure 6.

Pharmacodynamic effects of MEDI6383. Figure 6 shows the activity of MEDI6383 on peripheral T and B cells when administered to healthy rhesus macaques.
A, Schematic for test article dosing and blood draws for immunophenotyping by flow cytometry. B, Percentage of Ki67þ CD4 (top) and CD8 (bottom) total
memory, na€�ve, central and effector memory T cells, as indicated, prior to and after test article dosing on day 0. C, Percentage of ICOSþ (left) and PD-1þ (right)
total memory CD4 (top) and CD8 (bottom) T cells. D, Ki67þ CD20 B cells. Error bars were withheld for C and D so that the comparisons between different
treatments could be more easily visualized.
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stimulate the TCR. Likewise, consistent with the relatively low
NFkB promoter activity observed in reporter cells treated with
MEDI6383 in solution phase, activated primary human CD4 T
cells only showed evidence of cytokine release and proliferation
by clustered, but not solution-phase, MEDI6383. Together, these
results suggest that MEDI6383 may only induce T-cell activation
in the presence of a TCR stimulus, and will likely have optimal
activity when clustered. The enhancement of TNFRSF agonist
clustering by FcgRs for drug activity is not unique to MEDI6383
(18), and is likely a common phenomenon for agonists whose
target receptors are multimerized by natural ligands as is the case
for the OX40:OX40L interaction. As shown by the example in
Supplementary Fig. S4, primary human tumorsmay be infiltrated
by FcgR-expressing human myeloid cells, and we anticipate that
these cell types will mediate MEDI6383 clustering in the tumor.

In addition to enhancing the activation of conventional CD4 T
cells, OX40 agonism of these cells has been reported to protect
them from the immunosuppressive effects of Treg cells (19, 20).
The expression of OX40 on the surface of Treg cells themselves in
human tumors has been found to be high (21). As mentioned
above, MEDI6383 was engineered to reduce or eliminate ADCC
function, and so would not be expected to mediate cell killing of
OX40þ Treg. However, MEDI6383maymodulate Treg formation
or function in different ways. For example, OX40 engagement on
Tregs has been alternatively reported to promote Treg cell death
(22), prevent the formation of FoxP3þ Treg (23, 24), reduce
FoxP3 expression and alter the suppressive capacity of Treg
(25–27), and even to induce Treg expansion under certain exper-
imental conditions (17, 28). In this study, we showed that
MEDI6383 restored the proliferation of activated, conventional
CD4 Teff cells in the presence of immunosuppressive natural
regulatory T cells to a level observed when conventional CD4 Teff
cells were cultured in the absence of Tregs.Whether this effectmay
occur through engagement of OX40 on nTregs to abrogate their
suppressive function or on conventional T cells to protect them
from the immunosuppressive effects of regulatory T cells remains
to be determined, and is an area of current investigation. Immune
cells other than regulatory T cells, such as suppressive myeloid
cells or tumor-associated macrophages, may also mediate immu-
nosuppression in the TME. Whether MEDI6383 may overcome
some of the immunosuppression mediated by these cell types is
also an area for further study. In this study, MEDI6383 also
induced the proliferation of Tregs, either alone or in coculture
with Teff cells. As mentioned above, this is consistent with
other published reports (17, 28). MEDI6469, an agonist
murine anti-human OX40 mAb, expanded conventional CD4
T cells but did not demonstrate Treg cell expansion in the
peripheral blood of subjects with advanced malignancies trea-
ted with the drug; however, whether MEDI6383 may induce
Treg expansion in the peripheral blood or tumors of patients
remains to be seen. Results reported here, however, indicate
that MEDI6383 would likely enhance Teff function in the
presence of Treg cells in either case.

The antitumor activity of MEDI6383 was demonstrated in an
allogeneic human T cell:tumor cell admixedmodel inNOD-SCID
immunodeficient mice. In this model, MEDI6383 inhibited the
growth of A375 humanmelanoma tumors in a T-cell–dependent
manner. The effectors of this activity are likely cytolytic granzyme
and perforin granules released by activated T cells, although
cytotoxic or cytostatic activity mediated by cytokines and Fas or
TRAIL ligands cannot be ruled out and deserve further study.

In addition to enhancing the activation and proliferation of
conventional effector T cells, OX40 agonists have been shown
to promote the survival and expansion of memory T-cell subsets
(29, 30). In particular, administration ofOX40 agonists to tumor-
bearing mice expands memory T cells and establishes an
antitumor memory T-cell response that can provide long-lasting
antitumor immunity (31). To test the hypothesis that MEDI6383
is capable of expanding memory T cells, we studied the pharma-
codynamic effects of MEDI6383 administered intravenously to
healthy untreated rhesus macaques. Immunophenotyping of
peripheral blood T cells in a clinical trial of MEDI6469 in patients
with advanced malignancies demonstrated activation and prolif-
eration of CD4 and CD8 T cells in the peripheral blood of treated
patients (4). In this study, MEDI6469 likewise induced T-cell
proliferation and increased absolute CD4 and CD8 T-cell num-
bers in the peripheral blood of rhesusmacaques, justifying the use
of this species as a relevant model to study MEDI6383-mediated
pharmacodynamic activity.

Results from the rhesus study showed that MEDI6383 induced
the proliferation of both CD4 and CD8 Tcm and Tem, but not
na€�ve T cells that have low OX40 expression. The effects were
particularly potent with respect to the induction of CD4 Tcm
proliferation. This bias toward CD4 was not unexpected as the
upregulationof cell surfaceOX40onactivatedCD4T cells ismuch
higher than that on activated CD8 T cells, where expression levels
ofOX40 are relativelymodest. Consistent with this, we found that
isolated CD8 cells activated in vitro respond poorly to OX40
agonists compared with isolated, activated CD4 T cells. However,
CD8 T cells among enriched CD3 T cells (CD4 þ CD8) have
sometimes demonstrated modest proliferative responses to
MEDI6383 and both cell populations demonstrated increased
cell surface activation marker expression, consistent with a helper
cytokine effect from CD4 Th cells in the coculture or resulting
from low-level OX40 expression on CD8 T cells. The activation of
CD4 T cells may have contributed to the proliferation of CD8 T
cells in MEDI6383-treated rhesus monkeys, although this is
difficult to formally distinguish from direct effects on CD8 T cells
expressing low OX40 levels.

Interestingly, we found that Tcm proliferated to a much greater
extent than the Tem subset, and the peak proliferation in the latter
was delayed relative to the former. This suggests that rhesus Tcm
cells may be more responsive to OX40 signals, and/or they may
themselves subsequently promote proliferation of Tem cells or
convert into a Tem-like phenotype upon encounter with cognate
antigen (32). However, the delayed appearance of Tem prolifer-
ation could simply reflect a delayed kinetics of proliferation in this
T-cell subset relative to that of Tcm cells. The interplay and
interconversion of memory T-cell subsets, and their respective
proliferation kinetics, in animals treated with OX40 stimulating
drugs remains an area of further study. However, given that
antitumor Tcm cells may provide more persistent and effective
antitumor immunity (33) and thatOX40 agonismmaypotentiate
memory phenotypes while preserving cytolytic effector function
(34), thiswill be of particular interest in the context of long-lasting
antitumor immunity that may be generated by MEDI6383 in the
treatment of cancer.

The initial decrease in absolute numbers of circulating CD4and
CD8 T cells and CD20þ B lymphocytes observed in MEDI6383-
treated nonhuman primates are interesting as they are consistent
with the possibility that peripheral blood T cells are being mobi-
lized to exit the circulation on initial exposure, although other
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hypotheses may need to be considered. A decrease in absolute
lymphocyte countwithin the first week after the administration of
checkpoint blocking mAbs has been observed in human clinical
trials (35), and so this may be a general phenomenon after
pharmacologic activation of peripheral lymphocytes. In this
study, reductions of CD4 and CD8 T-cell numbers in the periph-
eral blood were short-lived. Generally, T-cell counts increased in
the second week post treatment, the same timeframe in which
increases in T cells entering the cell cycle measured by Ki67
expression were observed. Whether these blood changes had
corresponding changes in tissues and lymph nodes is an inter-
esting question but was not addressed in this study.

Consistent with the induction of T-cell proliferation and in vitro
enhancement of cell surface T-cell activationmarkers such as PD-1
and CD25 by MEDI6383, the upregulation of the activation
markers ICOS and PD-1 were observed among memory CD4
and CD8 T cells. The peak induction of ICOSwas higher than that
of PD-1, and higher in CD4 than CD8 total memory T cells.
Interestingly, CD25 induction was not observed in vivo, and
the induction of PD-1 was surprisingly low considering the levels
of T-cell activation as indicated by Ki67 and ICOS levels. In
general, ICOSþ or PD-1þ cells were observed in a much smaller
fraction of T cells relative to Ki67þ (proliferating) T cells. Thismay
reflect the induction of these markers in a subset of proliferating
cells, or a difference in the kinetics of their expression, resulting in
lower steady-state percentages of ICOSþ and PD-1þ cells relative
to Ki67-positive cells that reflect cells outside of G0 in the cell
cycle. In any case, upregulation of these activationmarkers further
supports the idea that OX40 agonists such as MEDI6383 may
combinewell in cancer treatment with checkpoint inhibitors such
as PD-1/PD-L1 as suggested by mouse syngeneic tumor models
(36, 37). Clinical trials with OX40 agonists combined with PD-1/
PD-L1 therapies are ongoing, including MEDI6383 combined
with the anti-PD-L1 mAb durvalumab (NCT02221960).

MEDI6383 was found to induce B-cell proliferation (Ki67
positivity) in addition to T-cell proliferation. As resting and
activated rhesus B cells do not express OX40, this would appear
to be an indirect effect of MEDI6383 on B cells. It is possible that
MEDI6383 activated CD4 follicular Th (Tfh) cells within lymph
node germinal centers, leading to the maturation and prolifera-
tion of rhesus B cells. Some evidence suggests that OX40 is
expressed by Tfh cells and that engagement of OX40 promotes
Tfh cell activitywith regard to B-cell expansion (38). Such an effect
of MEDI6383 on B-cell expansion may be meaningful in patients
with tumors, and in fact increased antibody titers in vaccinated
NHP (39) and cancer patients (4) followingMEDI6469 treatment
have been observed, suggesting B-cell activation in those settings.
Potentially, activation and expansion of B cells producing anti-
bodies that recognize tumor neoantigens may induce direct
NK-cell–mediated tumor lysis and/or opsonization and phago-
cytosis (antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis) by profes-
sional phagocytic cells within the TME. Each of these processes
may contribute to antitumor activity of OX40 agonists. In con-
trast, regulatory B cells within a TME or in surrounding tertiary
lymphoid structures may act to suppress antitumor-specific T-cell
responses, which would serve to oppose antitumor T-cell activity.
An expansion of regulatory B cells by OX40 agonists could
theoretically oppose antitumor immunity. Given the potential
pro- and antitumor roles played by B cells, the effects of
MEDI6383 on B-cell form and function remains a subject
of particular interest. The effects ofMEDI6383 onB-cell activation

should also be interpreted with caution, however, as antidrug
antibodies are frequently observed in nonhuman primates
administered with antibodies or recombinant fusion proteins.
Such responses may indicate a nonspecific B-cell activation in
response to the drug and are difficult to discern from specific B-cell
effects as isotype control proteins would also be expected to
induce similar ADA responses. Therefore, the true impact of
MEDI6383 on B-cell activation may await results from studies
in human subjects where ADA responses may be less common
than those observed in nonhuman primates.

In summary, we found that MEDI6383 was a strong activator
of T cells in vitro and in vivo, leading to proliferation of effector
and memory T cells and protection from Treg-mediated sup-
pression. The activity depended upon concomitant TCR signal-
ing, and was substantially enhanced by FcgR-mediated cluster-
ing. As expected, MEDI6383 lacked OX40-directed ADCC effec-
tor function. These properties, coupled with the ability to
expand memory T cells, makes MEDI6383 an attractive candi-
date to induce durable antitumor immunity in patients with
cancer. MEDI6383 is currently undergoing testing in patients
with advanced solid malignancies, both as monotherapy and in
combination with the anti-PD-L1 blocking mAb durvalumab
(NCT02221960).
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